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FYI 169AB-79B1 ONLINE 
Learning to Serve 

(Serving to Learn—The Community as Classroom) 
Summer 2020, 2nd Eight Week, June 8–July 31 

Chadron State College 
 

Part 1: Course Information 

Instructor Information 
Instructor: Dr. Matthew Evertson 
Office: Old Admin 206 
Office Phone: 308-432-6462 
E-mail: mevertson@csc.edu 
Office Hours: Virtual Office/Hours through ZOOM Meeting tool.  
CSC Online Address: (https://online.csc.edu/) 

Credit hours  

3 credit hours 
Course Description 

Catalog Description: Our inquiry will focus on experiential learning that engages in 
service opportunities within our community as an integral part of our course. According to a 
recent study, “Service-learning enhances a ‘traditional learning’ course by allowing students 
the opportunity to link theory with practice, apply classroom learning to real-life situations, 
and provide students with a deeper understanding of course content” and that “service-
learning may strengthen students’ sense of civic responsibility as well as aiding them in 
dispelling any stereotypes they may hold regarding the population in which they are 
interacting.” Students in such courses benefit from increased awareness of career options to 
which they might apply their learning, reinforcement of career choices, greater civic 
responsibility and commitment to service, enhanced critical thinking, communication skills, 
leadership, awareness of social responsibility and respect for cultural diversity.   (“A Labor 
of Love.” The Journal of Effective Teaching; 9.3 (2009) 70-76) 
 

“An individual has not begun to live until he can rise above the narrow horizons of 
his particular individualistic concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity. 
Every person must decide, at some point, whether they will walk in the light of 
creative altruism or in the darkness of destructive selfishness. This is the judgment. 
Life's most persistent and urgent question is, ’What are you doing for others?’” 
 -Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., August 11, 1957 

 
Textbook & Course Materials 

Required Text(s) 
Learning Through Serving: A Student Guidebook for Service-Learning and Civic 
Engagement Across Academic Disciplines and Cultural Communities 
by Christine M Cress, Peter J Collier, Vicki L Reitenauer 
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Stylus Publishing; 2 edition (July 25, 2013) 
978-1579229900 
 
Life in Crisis: The Ethical Journey of Doctors Without Borders  
by Peter Redfield   
University of California Press; First edition (February 25, 2013) 
978-0520274853 
 
Tightrope: Americans Reaching for Hope  
By Nicholas Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn 
Publisher: Knopf (January 14, 2020) 
978-0525655084 
 
Additional Readings Posted Online 

 
Method(s) of Instruction  

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION:   
We will meet “asynchronously” (not live) TWICE A WEEK. A new lesson will be posted to 
our course site by 10AM (Mountain Daylight Time) every MONDAY and THURSDAY of 
each of our eight weeks together. 

• To be prepared for each lesson, you should follow the SCHEDULE OF 
ASSIGNMENTS, which is posted on our HOME PAGE of the course and will be 
updated weekly.  The readings listed for a Monday class, for example, should be 
completed BEFORE you log on and begin that day’s assignments. 

• Each lesson will present you with a number of tasks related to those readings and writing 
assignments for that day. I will post "Lesson Notes" that will contain CONTEXT and 
ANALYSIS for that day’s readings—to help guide your reading and discussion. 

• Each lesson will also outline ACTIVITIES that need to be completed for the assigned 
readings that day, including on-line quizzes, discussion boards and occasional 
homework assignments. 

• You should complete all the activities in each unit as soon as possible, but no later than 
the due dates indicated in the lesson materials. (For the most part, you will have until the 
next lesson is posted to complete the assignments--any work posted after that time will 
be counted late). Note that heavier reading loads, writing tasks and homework are 
usually scheduled for Thursdays when you have a bit more time over the weekend to 
complete them. 

Although we will not meet LIVE for most of our lessons, I will schedule opportunities for 
ZOOM meetings when we can gather for office hours, or when we start each major 
assignment—which will be voluntary, and then shared as a recorded video for those who 
can’t meet live.   

NOTE: students taking this course must complete the “field study agreement” and abide by 
the rules for “standards of behavior and conduct” while representing this course and CSC in 
your communities. These standards will be developed as a class—and all members must 
abide by them in order to remain in the course.  DUE to the COVID19 Health CRISIS, we 
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will need to practice the safe social-distancing directives by our local health departments 
when we conduct our projects (which may mean largely working from home or online).   

 
Nebraska State College Board Policy 4141 

The Nebraska State College System, following the Federal Credit Hour Definition, stipulates 
in Board Policy 4141 that a 3-credit hour course must have 135 hours of learning activities 
by the end of term: 
 

Online courses - a semester credit hour consists of the equivalent of at least 
forty five (45) hours of combined direct faculty interaction via instructor-led 
asynchronous or synchronous online learning activities and additional student 
to student, student to instructor, and individual learning activities during the 
instructional period. For existing traditional courses that are also taught online, 
the student learning outcomes and credit hours should be the same regardless of 
modality.  

  
To achieve this formula, and approximate what our students are doing in a 15 week, face to 
face course, you should plan on spending, on average, 17 to 18 HOURS to complete work 
for this course, each week. However, some lessons/online class meetings for this course will 
require more preparation and others less.  Also, the actual time will vary from student to 
student and from week to week.  My expectation is that the following reflects the anticipated 
allotment of time over the eight weeks that our course will be meeting online this summer: 

 
Learning Activity Total for Course 

Reading & Analysis 30 
Weekly Homework & Online Activities 45 
Field Work 15 
Writing and Research (Reports) 45 
(Total Hours) (135) 

 
The actual hours spent on individual learning activities will vary from student to student 
depending on prior knowledge; however, 135 hours represents the minimum expectation for 
any student.  
 

**Disclaimer: The completion of the minimum time commitment does not ensure a passing grade. 
Achievement of the course competencies must be demonstrated 
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Part 2: Student Learning Outcomes 

ESSENTIAL STUDIES OUTCOME:   
This course satisfies 3 hours of your First Year Inquiry requirement in the Essential Studies 
Program: 
 

Philosophy of Essential Studies 
Students are members of a broader society dependent on their meaningful 
contributions for its success. Chadron State College embraces this vision, 
recognizing the need to serve the region within the context of an increasingly global 
and more complex world in need of creative solutions to a never ending supply of 
challenges and opportunities. The Essential Studies Program at Chadron State 
provides an integrated, coherent learning experience to prepare students for a life of 
responsible inquiry. 

 
First Year Inquiry (FYI) 
Student Learning Outcome (SLO) 1. Students will describe and practice skills 
involved in Critical Inquiry and Creative Problem Solving through 
interdisciplinary, collaborative engagement of a specific issue or theme. 

 
 
COURSE OBJECTIVES:   
The course is divided roughly into four parts, based upon the service-learning model: 
 

• Prepare: Through a series of readings, exercises and short writings, students will 
familiarize themselves with the core issues and concerns facing communities and 
how service-learning projects can become involved. 
 

• Build: Working independently or in collaboration, students will create their own 
service-learning projects to take place in our community.  A detailed proposal will be 
developed, including a researched rationale for the purpose, plans, outcomes and 
efficacy of your project. 
 

• Connect: Once the projects have been approved, students will begin serving their 
communities by completing trial or pilot forms of their proposed project. During this 
phase, students will share their experiences in a series of progress reports to the class 
and meet with the instructor regularly to address any issues or concerns with the 
projects. 
 

• Reflect: Near the end of the term you will wrap up the trial phase of your project and 
complete a FINAL REPORT, reflecting upon what worked and didn’t work in your 
project, what you would refine or change going forward, your future plans with the 
project and a detailed reflection of what you learned from your experiences in the 
community, and how you plan to apply these lessons to your work in college and 
beyond. Elements of your final report will be “presented” to your classmates online. 
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Part 3: Course Topic Schedule/Outline 
CURRENT SCHEDULE OF ASSIGNMENTS 
NOTE: all times for deadlines are MOUNTAIN DAYLIGHT TIME (MDT) 
(Completed schedule appears at the bottom) 

 
(M) 10 AM  6/8 Lesson 1 
Unit 1: Preparing for Service Learning 
 (Introduction to Course) 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
 
(TR) 11 AM  6/11 Lesson 2 
--READ: Learning Through Serving Ch. 1, (9-18). 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
 
(M) 10 AM  6/15 Lesson 3 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
 
(TR) 10 AM  6/18 Lesson 4 
Unit 2: Building a Service Learning Project 
--READ:  Learning Through Serving  Ch.2 (19-35) 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
 
FRIDAY FORUM: 
(Challenge questions must be posted by MIDNIGHT) 
Tightrope: Americans Reaching for Hope (Part One , pages ___) 
 
(M) 10 AM  6/22 Lesson 5 
--READ:  Learning Through Serving  Ch.3 (37-47) 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
 
(TR) 10 AM  6/25 Lesson 6 
--READ:  Learning Through Serving  Ch.4 (51-75) 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
 
FRIDAY FORUM: 
(Challenge questions must be posted by MIDNIGHT) 
Tightrope: Americans Reaching for Hope (Part Two, pages ___) 
 
(M) 10 AM  6/29 Lesson 7 
Draft Proposal & Plan of Action Due By MIDNIGHT 
--READ:  Learning Through Serving  Ch.5  (77-91) 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
 
(TR) 10 AM  7/2 Lesson 8 
--READ:  Learning Through Serving  Chs. 6 & 7 (95-121) 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
 
FRIDAY FORUM: 
(Challenge questions must be posted by MIDNIGHT) 
Tightrope: Americans Reaching for Hope (Part Three, pages ___) 
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(M) 10 AM  7/6 Lesson 9 
--READ:  Learning Through Serving  Chs. 8 & 9 (123-50) 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
 
(FRIDAY) 10 AM  7/9 Lesson 10 
Final Proposal & Plan of Action Due (Submit no later than Friday at Midnight) 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
 
FRIDAY FORUM: 
(Challenge questions must be posted by MIDNIGHT) 
Life in Crisis (Part One, pages ___) 
 
(M) 10 AM  7/13 Lesson 11 
Unit 3: Connect with the Community 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
--Conduct Field Work/Service 
 
(TR) 10 AM  7/16  Lesson 12 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
--Conduct Field Work/Service 
 
FRIDAY FORUM: 
(Challenge questions must be posted by MIDNIGHT) 
Life in Crisis (Part Two, pages ___) 
 
(M) 10 AM  7/20 Lesson 13 
--READ:  Learning Through Serving   Ch. 10 & 11 (151-76) 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
--Conduct Field Work/Service 
 
(TR) 10 AM  7/23 Lesson 14 
--READ:  Learning Through Serving   Ch.13 & 14 (191-206) 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
Progress Report DUE by MIDNIGHT on FRIDAY 
 
FRIDAY FORUM: 
(Challenge questions must be posted by MIDNIGHT) 
Life in Crisis (Part Three, pages ___) 
 
(M) 10 AM  7/27 Lesson 15 
Unit 4: Reflect and Share 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
 
(TR) 10 AM  7/30 Lesson 16 
--Complete assignments outlined in this Lesson online 
FINAL Presentation (in forums) DUE by MIDNIGHT on THURSDAY 
FINAL REPORT due in ASSIGNMENTS by MIDNIGHT on FRIDAY 
(and last chance to post to final Friday Forum) 
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Part 4: Grading Policy   

Graded Course Activities and Letter Grade Assignment 
 
Your final course grade will be based upon the percentage of points you earn out the total 
number of points possible by the end of the course. We will be aiming for roughly 1000 total 
points, but the final total may be greater or lesser than that. You can check your current 
percentage at any time by reviewing your grade online. Here is the grading scale: 
 
Here is the grading scale:  90% to 100% = A; 80% to 89% = B;  
70% to 79% = C; 60% to 69% = D 
 

Projects and Assignments 
 

Weekly Online Assignments (400 Points, Estimate)  
We will complete many online activities each week that will measure your preparation for and 
participation in each lesson. Each activity or assignment will generally be worth ten to twenty 
possible points (sometimes more)--with the goal of accumulating approximately 400 possible 
points by the end of the semester. Typical activities that you will be responsible for: 

• Quizzes 
• Online Discussion Forums and Activities 
• Friday Forums (six throughout the summer, 40 points each—instructions to be 

posted online) 
 

Service Learning Project: 600 points.  
• A detailed Project Review and PROPOSAL (200 Points) 
• Progress Reports (100 Points) 
• Final Report (300 Points).   

All of the instructions and requirements for these projects will be outlined in detailed handouts 
posted in Modules online. 
 
Late Work: 
Unless arrangements have been made BEFORE the due date or for special/emergency 
circumstances:  

• Any assignment posted after the deadlines stated in that Lesson (quizzes, discussion 
forums, etc...) Will be worth no more than half-credit.  

• ASSIGNMENTS WILL ONLY BE OPEN FOR 24 HOURS PAST DEADLINE 
(forums, quizzes and assignments will then close or be withdrawn and you will not have 
access to them, even for partial credit). 

• Our major writing projects will have specific deadlines and penalties outlined in their 
handouts. 

 
Students participating in official CSC activities are required to make arrangements BEFORE 
their planned absences. The college provides documentation for all students absent due to CSC 
obligations. 
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Part 5: Course & Institution Policies  

Academic policies, including the selected policies detailed in this syllabus section, can be found on 
Chadron State College’s Policy Website. 
(http://www.csc.edu/policy/category/index.csc) 
 

Student Behavior   
Academic Honesty 

Students are encouraged and expected, with the assistance of the faculty, to conduct 
themselves in conformity with the highest standards with regard to academic honesty. 
Violation of college, state, or federal standards with regard to plagiarism, cheating, or 
falsification of official records will not be tolerated. Students violating such standards will 
be advised and disciplined. Violations of these standards may result in course failure, 
suspension, or dismissal from the college. Students are encouraged to seek the advice of 
instructors as to the proper procedures to avoid such violations. 
 
Plagiarism and Cheating of any kind on an assignment will result at least in an "F" for 
that assignment (and may, depending on the severity of the case, lead to an "F" for the 
entire course) and may be subject to appropriate referral to administration for further 
action.  

 
The following acts are examples of academic dishonesty: 

1. Cheating – intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, 
information, or study aids in any academic exercise. 

2. Fabrication – intentional and unauthorized falsification or invention of any 
information or citation in an academic exercise. 

3. Facilitating Academic Dishonesty – intentionally or knowingly helping or attempting 
to help another in an act of academic dishonesty. 

4. Plagiarism – appropriating or imitating language, ideas, and thoughts of another 
author, representing them as one’s own original work. The following acts are 
examples of plagiarism: 

1. Submitting an assignment that someone else has written and claiming the 
work as one’s own. 

2. Submitting an assignment that contains sections, paragraphs, sentences or key 
phrases that someone else has written without appropriately documenting the 
source(s) for each portion of the assignment not written by the student 
submitting the assignment. 

3. Submitting an assignment that contains paraphrased ideas from another 
source, published or unpublished, without appropriately documenting the 
source for each paraphrase. (Changing around a few words in a sentence from 
the source is not sufficient to avoid plagiarism.) 

Note: “Someone else” in the three statements above may refer to a published author, another 
student, an internet source, or any person other than the student claiming credit for the 
assignment. If an individual is unsure in how to document sources used within an 
assignment, they are encouraged to ask their professor or the reference librarian for 
assistance. 
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View the Academic Honesty Policy on CSC’s Policy Website. 
(https://app.policyiq.com/ChadronStateCollege/Content/View/3419?Key=c320bad9-cae1-4820-bac1-ec7a3b6d69ba) 
 
 
Please be aware that we use TURNITIN to check your work for plagiarism, and that most 
internet sources for papers can be easily "queried" by on-line services or by text search. If 
you download a paper from the internet, these sources are increasingly easy to find, compare 
and link to the work you are claiming credit for. Furthermore, most sites offering papers to 
download are either of such poor quality that they will not improve your grade, or of such 
professional quality that your instructor will question the source. Your professor reserves the 
right to request drafts, copies of sources or other evidence of your writing process in order to 
diagnose writing problems or to verify and confirm your work. Students who cannot provide 
such evidence may be asked to resubmit the writing assignment on a different topic.  

 
Class Attendance/Participation Policy  

The College assumes that students will seek to profit from the instructional program and will 
recognize the importance of attending every class meeting of courses for which credit is 
expected.  Responsibility for notifying faculty of absences, and for arranging potential 
make-up, rests with the students.  In courses that utilize an online format, students are 
expected to participate in an appropriate and frequent manner: 
 

• Students who do not respond to the lessons and assignments in the first week of our 
summer session (or contact me explaining why they are not participating in the 
course) will NOT be allowed to participate in the remainder of the course.  

• Students who miss more TWO weeks of class activities (the equivalent of FOUR 
lessons) will NOT be allowed to pass the course.  

• Because writing is integral to this course, students who do not complete all three of 
the Major Writing Projects (reports) will receive a failing grade at the end of the 
course, regardless of their final point totals. 

  
View the Class Attendance and/or Participation Policy on CSC’s Policy Website. 
(https://app.policyiq.com/ChadronStateCollege/Content/View/3432?Key=c320bad9-cae1-4820-bac1-ec7a3b6d69ba) 

 
 

Final Grades and Progress Throughout the Term: As college students, you are expected to 
track your own progress and fulfillment of course goals, requirements and policies 
throughout the summer. All of your grades will be posted online, and, with the exception of 
your major writing projects, frequently updated. Any projects/activities with a lot of writing, 
however, will take more time for your instructor to grade and comment upon. PLEASE BE 
PATIENT!!! I will make every effort to keep you well-informed of your progress throughout 
the summer, but students anxious or uncertain about their grades or performance in the class 
should seek individualized attention and explanation by contacting your professor directly. 
 
Finally, I will also adhere to the highest standards of academic integrity, so please do not ask 
me to change (or expect me to change) your grade illegitimately or to bend or break rules for 
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one person that will not apply to everyone such as asking for extra credit, extra assignments 
or trying to “negotiate” your grade as the term nears the end (or, even worse, after the course 
has ended). Instead, be in constant communication with me about any questions or concerns 
or uncertainties that you have throughout the semester, when we still have a chance to 
remedy such problems. 

 

Civility and Netiquette  
Civil behavior enhances the learning environment and is expected at all times. The academic 
environment welcomes a difference of opinion, discourse, and debate within a civil 
environment. All members of the class are expected to follow rules of common courtesy in all 
communications (including email messages, discussion, and chats). You may find these 
guidelines helpful: 

1. Clearly label posts and emails with a relevant subject heading. 
2. Use capital letters sparingly. THEY LOOK LIKE SHOUTING. 
3. Forward emails only with a writer's permission. 
4. Be considerate of others' feelings and use language carefully. 
5. Cite all quotations, references, and sources. 
6. Use humor carefully.  It is hard to "read" tone; sometimes humor can be misread as 

criticism or personal attack. Feel free to use emoticons to let others know you are 
being humorous. 

7. Use complete sentences and Standard English grammar to compose posts. Write in 
proper paragraphs. Review work before submitting it.  

 
Chadron State College welcome a difference of opinion, discourse, and debate within a civil 
environment. Racist, sexist or abusive language is not acceptable in civil, academic 
settings—including on-line environments. 

 
Lost Assignments: We will be exchanging a lot of materials in this class and there is always a 
chance that something might get lost or misplaced, or disappear in cyberspace. This rarely 
happens, but it is up to you to make sure you have extra copies/files of your work. If an 
assignment turns up missing, you will be responsible for replacing the work in a timely 
fashion. 

 
 

Equal Education Opportunity Policy/Nondiscrimination Policy  
CSC is committed to an equal opportunity program to encourage admission and 
employment, and to provide procedures which will assure equal treatment of all students and 
employees. The College administers its academic and employment programs and related 
supporting services in a manner which does not discriminate on the basis of gender, race, 
color, national origin, age, religion, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, or marital 
status. Its policies are consistent with nondiscriminatory policy, including Title VII of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended; Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, as 
amended; and Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The College’s written 
policy regarding the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) may be reviewed in the office 
of the Director of Human Resources or in the Library Learning Commons, along with the 
provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act, and the rights provided.  
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View the Equal Employment and Education Opportunity Policy on CSC’s Policy Website. 
(https://app.policyiq.com/ChadronStateCollege/Content/View/3443?Key=c320bad9-cae1-4820-bac1-ec7a3b6d69ba) 

Equal Access 
Chadron State College works to ensure that all programs, activities, and services, including 
electronic and remote services, are accessible to people with disabilities.  Upon request, 
CSC will provide reasonable accommodations to ensure students have equal access to 
programs, activities, and services.  For assistance, contact the Equal Access Coordinator, 
Deena Kennell, at 308.432.6467 or by email at dkennell@csc.edu	

Disclaimer 
This syllabus and schedule is articulated as an expectation of class topics, learning activities, 
and expected student learning.  However, the instructor reserves the right to make changes 
in this schedule that, within my professional judgment, would result in enhanced or more 
effective learning on the part of the students.  These modifications will not substantially 
change the intent or outcomes of this course and will be done within the policies and 
procedures of Chadron State College. 
 

CSC Mission Statement 
Mission Statement 

Chadron State College delivers experiences that foster knowledgeable and engaged leaders  
and citizens to enrich the High Plains region and beyond. 
 
MAP Priorities, 2019-2023 

CCS is committed to the achievement of tasks/projects that align with the following 
Priorities: 

• People – Recruitment, Retention, Engagement, Completion Awareness, 
Commitment, Leadership 

• Purpose – Student Learning and Growth Pedagogy, Support Services, Wellness 
• Place – Community Engagement Social Infrastructure & Third Places, 

Generational Transitions, Building Bridges 
 


